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Forecast update – April 2022  

 

Higher commodity prices, higher inflation, tighter policy = rising recession risks 

The situation in Ukraine remains difficult. At the back end of March markets sensed a growing prospect of a ceasefire but 

we still see that as leaving Russian troops in Ukraine, which in turn means sanctions will remain in place. A ceasefire would 

mean the worst case scenario - where the conflict expands westwards - is less likely and in turn this led to some of the risk 

premium coming out of the energy markets and EUR bouncing off the lows. Nonetheless, energy prices remain elevated 

and will weigh on activity this year especially in Europe. To date producer discipline remains solid with neither OPEC+, nor 

US shale producers rushing to boost supply. It remains more likely than not that in coming months sanctions on Russian will 

widen to include energy. The bias for energy prices remains higher.    

 

Inflation is heading higher, as commodity prices have soared. Both the UK and the eurozone are heavily exposed to higher 

gas prices. Japan is less exposed, as Asian gas prices have not risen as much as European gas prices have. The US is 

expected to be the world’s largest exporter of natural gas in 2022, which will help offset the impact of higher domestic 

gasoline prices.  The Fed has clearly trained its focus on inflation. It is set to hike aggressively through Q2, as well as starting 

to shrink its balance sheet. The BoE has focused more on the hit to incomes and UK rate expectations have softened a little 

in recent weeks, despite inflation at multi-decade highs. The ECB also looks as if it will be in a position to ease itself out of 

its emergency settings and we look for the depo rate to be at zero by year end. BoJ was never likely to tighten policy this 

year and that remains the case. Higher commodity prices, higher inflation and tighter central bank policy are a recipe for 

weaker activity toward the back end of the forecast horizon but inflation is likely to remain high for much of that period. 

Indeed, events in both Russia and China suggest that supply chain strains will linger for longer, keeping pressure on central 

banks to keep tightening even as growth starts to soften in H2. Recent developments mean that we see EUR and GBP a 

little weaker than we had previously anticipated, with the US dollar the main beneficiary. As for the yen we do not expect 

intervention near current levels, as the backdrop remains unpromising. We look for the yen to soften a little further before 

firming into year end.   

Inflation at multi-decade highs…                                    …as commodity prices surge 

  
Source:  Bloomberg  
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US economy – Fed in a hurry  

Early 2022 data have been mixed with sentiment data, especially consumer confidence, soft but activity data still quite firm. 

Recent jobs reports have been strong and wages are rising at a rapid clip, well above post-GFC norms. Vacancies remain 

elevated and unemployment is very low. The labour market is unambiguously tight. The US is less exposed to events in 

Ukraine. For a start, US natural gas futures are almost flat over the last six months, while Eurozone gas futures are up 

sharply over the same period. US natural gas exports will help limit the deterioration of the US trade balance. Tighter fiscal 

and monetary policy through 2022 will weigh on activity and we expect sub-trend growth in H2. We see 2022 GDP around 

3.0%. On the inflation front the CPI pushed above 8%YoY in February and may push higher still in March. A later and higher 

peak means that annual 2022 CPI will now push up towards 6.0% and will likely remain above target through 2023 as well.  

US inflation is not simply energy driven. Core CPI is running at almost 6.0%YoY and rents are an upside risk for the CPI in 

2022 given housing developments.   

 

Policy – 50bp rate hikes likely in May and June. Much slower pace in H2  

The Fed hiked rates by 25bp March and released a much more aggressive set of forecasts. These already look dated with 

regard to the path of policy, especially in the near term. We now expect that the Fed will hike by 50bp at both the May and 

June FOMC meetings amid a growing consensus that there needs to be some near-term progress on slowing inflation. 

There looks to be a strong consensus for early aggressive activity but much less certainty on what comes next. The Fed is 

likely to start shrinking the balance sheet from the May FOMC meeting. It seems likely that with inflation so high the Fed will 

ramp up balance sheet shrinkage rapidly. We expect the Fed to slow the pace of rate hikes sharply in H2 amid a softer 

activity backdrop and some signs that inflation is finally starting to slow. Biden’s build back better programme has hit the 

rocks and fiscal policy will be tighter in 2022.  

 

Rates – QT to help longer-dated yields edge higher  

UST yields have soared in recent weeks as the Fed ramps up the tightening rhetoric. We look for the yield curve to gradually 

and gently steepen from here as QT weighs on the long end. QT is likely to start at the May FOMC meeting and get up to 

full speed rapidly. We see 10yr yields around 3.0% on a 12-month horizon. 

Activity still firm for now…                                               …but signs of softness ahead 

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Eurozone economy – Rising inflation to hit eurozone consumers  

The outlook for eurozone growth has weakened amid the surge in commodity prices, especially European natural gas prices. 

We look for GDP to rise 3.5% in 2022, although the risks are clearly to the downside, as energy price risks are clearly to the 

upside. We assume commodity prices remain elevated for the bulk of 2022 and that the sanctions on Russia remain in place 

through the remainder of the year.  We expect that eurozone governments will loosen fiscal policy to support activity and 

subsidize energy prices, boosting government debt levels and limiting the hit to activity. The inflation impulse in the eurozone 

is weaker given that labour markets are less buoyant. Granted, the eurozone unemployment rate is below pre-Covid levels 

but this disguises the impact of government support schemes, which are still running in some countries. Hours worked 

indicate that the labour market still has some way to go to recover its pre-Covid vigour and wage growth remains much 

weaker than in the UK and the US. For now core eurozone inflation remains well below core CPI in the US and the UK. We 

look for EZ CPI to hit 5.0% on an annual basis in 2022 and remain above target for much of 2023 as well.  

 

Policy – ECB to push ahead with policy tightening as inflation surges 

At its March meeting, the ECB laid out its plans for tighter policy over the coming year, based on its expectation that the CPI 

will average 1.9% in 2024. However, the timing of the ECB’s forecasts, which were completed ahead of the Russian invasion 

of Ukraine, imply much higher estimates of near-term inflation pressures in the wake of the subsequent surge in energy 

prices. The Asset Purchase Programme (APP) will be €20bn by June and will likely end in Q3, assuming the data remain 

supportive of tighter policy. The first rate hike will come “some time” after the end of asset purchases. We look for this to be 

in September with another hike in December taking the deposit rate to 0.0% by year end. Ending zero rates is a key goal 

for a number of ECB members and there is a good chance of a pause in tightening in early 2023 to assess the next steps. 

Ending the APP mid-year adds to the risks that peripheral spreads will widen and weigh on EUR. The EU fiscal pact is likely 

to remain suspended in light of recent developments in Ukraine and the necessity of supporting consumers through the 

energy price shock. The drive for tighter fiscal reforms will likely be pushed into the long grass for now.  

 

Rates – Bunds to outperform amid slower withdrawal of policy support 

We expect that Bund yields will struggle to move higher from current levels and look for 10yr yields to be lower by year end.   

We look for EUR to remain soft amid on-going risks from Ukraine.   

Escape from negative rates to boost portfolio inflows?   Still some mileage in  ECB/Fed policy divergence                           

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Japanese economy – Government caution delaying post-Covid rebound  

Q1 GDP is likely to be negative.  Consumption is off to a very weak start in 2022 amid on-going Covid restrictions. The boost 

from fiscal policy will be modest. We again reduce our 2022 GDP forecast, as the recovery continues to be delayed. We 

now see 2022 GDP at just 1.9%. Japan is not immune from rising energy prices. However, Japanese price pressures are 

much weaker than elsewhere and companies are much more reluctant to push price increases onto their customers. We 

look for the annual CPI in 2022 to rise just 1.2%. This year rebasing of the CPI will be in the rear view mirror, as will the 

outsized drag from mobile phone charges. We see the CPI as having a good chance of hitting 2.0%YoY in spring but the 

surge will be short-lived. Inflation will drop towards the end of the year as the contribution from energy fades.  

 

Policy – BoJ determinedly sitting out the scramble to tighten policy 

The yen has been weak enough to spur discussion of intervention. MoF makes the decisions on intervention not the BoJ. A 

weak yen does give Kishida some problems ahead of the Upper House election in July. However, intervention would be 

most effective in boosting the yen if there was some prospect of tighter BoJ policy to accompany it. However, the BoJ has 

aggressively defended the upper end of the 0.0% +/-25bp for 10yr JGBs underscoring that there is very little chance of a 

change in the monetary policy stance anytime soon. Governor Kuroda has for the main suggested that a weaker yen remains 

a positive for the economy and that commodity-driven inflation does not qualify as the benign wage/price spiral that will 

mean the BoJ finally sees scope to tighten policy. Only very recently has he made some mild comments on currency 

depreciation suggesting more concern with speed than levels. We do not expect that MoF will pull the trigger on intervention 

near current levels. We expect USD/JPY would need to push above 130, possibly quite a long way above 130. Kishida will 

likely announce a supplementary budget in late April to offset the impact of higher energy prices but it will mainly be funded 

by reserves set aside in the FY22 budget.  

 

Rates – BoJ still in control of the curve 

The BoJ’s fixed-rate operations show its determination to keep control of the curve – something we see it as able to do for 

many months to come. The BoJ has plenty of ammunition to buy more bonds if required. We look for JPY to remain soft in 

the near term given widening yield spreads and a rising trade deficit. But towards the back end of the year, much of the 

pressure should ease and JPY should recover some lost ground.  

Policy divergence a key driver of JPY weakness…    …but intervention less common in recent decades                  

 
 

Source: MoF 
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UK economy – Higher energy costs to weigh on activity 

2021 GDP was revised up to 7.4% but like the eurozone, the UK consumer is set to be hit hard by the recent surge in energy 

prices. We see GDP rising 3.8%, with quite a lot of this gain driven by a carry-over impact from 2021. We look for growth to 

re-accelerate in 2023 and to hold up reasonably well in the face of the historic income squeeze. The government’s efforts 

to offset some of the impact of the energy surge were modest and there is a good chance of further fiscal measures in 

autumn, when the next increase in utility bills comes due. Despite weaker activity due to soaring energy prices, we expect 

the labour market will remain firm enough to limit any significant easing of inflation pressures, as we believe companies will 

see any slowdown as short-term and will thus be keen to hang onto employees. Our annual average unemployment forecast 

is 4.0% for 2022, with only a very limited rise in H2.  The CPI surged to 6.2%YoY in February. It will push up above 7.0% in 

spring, as the recent surge in energy prices feeds through to consumers’ utility bills. We now see 2022 CPI at 5.8% on an 

annual average basis. The CPI is likely to remain well above target through all of 2023.  

 

Policy – BoE still on track to hit 1.0% active QT target in May, modest hikes through H2 

The BoE hiked the policy rate by 25bp to 0.75% in March as expected but the fact that Cunliffe voted for no change was a 

surprise. In subsequent commentary, the Bank has stressed the historic hit to incomes rather than the historic surge in 

inflation. While UK inflation is tracking the US CPI higher, UK interest rate expectations have plateaued around the 2.0% 

level in the wake of the Bank’s dovish rhetoric, even as US rate expectations have continued to move sharply higher.  We 

see a further BoE hike in May as likely. Recall that active QT will kick in at the 1.0% level. We look for a modest pace of rate 

hikes in H2 taking the policy rate up to 1.5% by year end, with the hiking cycle extending deep into 2023 against a backdrop 

of above target inflation. The BoE appears to believe the neutral rate is around the 1.0% level. We suspect that it is somewhat 

higher. Hence our belief that the BoE will need to keep hiking in 2023 to bring inflation back towards trend.  

 

Rates – QT to add upward pressure on long end Gilts 

We look for the Gilt curve to steepen as 2022 unfolds, especially with active QT adding to the pressure from May. We see 

10yr Gilts yields as having more scope to push higher vs USTs and Bunds. We look for GBP to continue to edge higher vs 

EUR and to regain some ground vs USD mainly in H2.  

 

Momentum solid…                                                            …ahead of historic income squeeze 

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Forex view – USD the beneficiary of rising oil prices 

The US labour market continues to look strong and inflation continues to push higher. This is a perfect backdrop for the 

policy hawks. Indeed, the whole Committee now seems focused on inflation, with Brainard the latest dove to show her claws. 

The upswing in US inflation means that the Fed does not have the luxury of worrying about growth in the short run. There 

is a strong push to tighten policy fast, which is a key support for the currency. The US trade balance is insulated from events 

in Ukraine by domestic energy production, which is an important buffer against the impact of rising oil prices. US equity 

markets look less unattractive on a relative basis now that the growth prospects in Europe have darkened. Policy settings, 

both fiscal and monetary, will become a drag on activity as the year progresses. We look for the US dollar’s upward 

momentum to ease in H2 2022, as energy prices steady and inflation peaks, allowing the Fed to ease its foot of the gas.  

 

Recent BoJ intervention in the JGB market to defend the upper yield limit for 10yr JGBs underscore the BoJ’s determination 

to prioritise the achievement of its inflation goal and not to allow domestic interest rates to track overseas rates higher. This 

serves to underscore the policy divergence theme, especially against the US dollar, where the Fed is now in a hurry. In 

addition to policy divergence, Japan’s terms of trade have deteriorated sharply as oil and other commodity prices have risen 

and Japan is now running a sizable trade deficit. Over and above the trade deficit, the closing of the borders through Q1 has 

deprived Japan of inbound tourism revenues. These run around ¥2trn/year. Given China’s Zero-Covid policy, Japan’s 

inbound tourism revenues are unlikely to pick up anytime soon. We see modest scope for JPY to weaken further in the near 

term but we see a mild strengthening on a 12-month horizon as energy prices ease, tourism revenues pick up and US rate 

hike fever cools.  We expect that the Ministry of Finance will pass on intervention unless the yen weakens a lot further from 

current levels.  

 

EUR is heavily exposed to geopolitical events in Ukraine, directly via the impact of energy imports on the trade balance and 

indirectly via the impact on sentiment and consumer spending. In the coming months we look for EUR/USD to drop towards 

the 1.07 level, as energy prices remain elevated against a backdrop of further sanctions. The Q1 build in EUR positioning 

seems likely to unwind further as markets digest the impact of recent events. The eurozone trade balance is likely to worsen 

further in the near-term too. ECB tightening will likely lag the Fed’s efforts especially in the short run. As the ECB drags the 

deposit rate out of negative territory there is a reasonable likelihood that certain investors that have been avoiding negative 

yielding bonds take another look at EUR assets. This should help limit the downside for EUR.   

 

The UK economy is entering a challenging period as the cost of living squeeze gets underway in earnest, against a backdrop 

of elevated energy prices. However, we see the market as a little too pessimistic on the UK outlook on a relative basis. UK 

equities look likely to outperform relative to the US and Eurozone and the economy has decent momentum going into the 

squeeze. We expect the UK will weather the in-coming storm in reasonable shape and that the BoE will continue to hike 

rates steadily through 2022 and into 2023. We now expect that slower UK growth means GBP will appreciate less in H2 but 

we still expect EUR/GBP to push below 0.8. At the same time we see GBP/USD rising to 1.39 on a 12-month horizon. 
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FX forecasts (as of 6 Apr) Current End-Q2 22 End-Q3 22 End-Q4 22 End-Q1 23 

USD/JPY 125 127 125 120 120 

EUR/USD 1.10 1.06 1.06 1.07 1.09 

GBP/USD 1.31 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.38 

EUR/GBP 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.79 

EUR/JPY 138 135 133 128 131 

GBP/JPY 164 165 166 163 166 

Bond forecasts (%) Current End-Q2 21 End-Q3 22 End-Q4 22 End-Q1 23 

United States      

    Policy rate 0.375 1.25~1.50 1.50~1.75 1.75~2.00 1.75~2.00 
    2yr 2.54 2.70 2.50 2.40 2.70 
    10yr 2.61 2.75 2.60 2.60 3.05 
    30yr 2.65 2.80 2.90 3.10 3.50 
Eurozone/Bund        
    Policy rate/Deposit rate 0/-0.5 0/-0.5 0/-0.25 0.25/0.0 0.25/0.00 
    2yr -0.01 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.20 
    10yr 0.66 0.50 0.35 0.30 0.50 
    30yr 0.77 0.60 0.45 0.35 0.50 
Japan        
    Policy rate -0.1~0.1 -0.1~0.1 -0.1~0.1 -0.1~0.1 -0.1~0.1 
    2yr -0.03 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 
    10yr 0.24 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 
    30yr 1.02 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 
United Kingdom        
    Policy rate 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 
    2yr 1.49 1.60 1.70 1.60 1.75 
    10yr 1.72 1.90 2.10 2.20 2.40 
    30yr 1.83 2.10 2.40 2.60 2.80 

Macro forecasts (%) 2021  2022  2023 

United states      

   Real GDP 5.7  3.0  2.2 
   CPI 4.7   5.9   2.5 
   Unemployment rate 5.4   3.6   3.7 

Eurozone           
   Real GDP 5.3  3.5  2.4 
   CPI 2.6   5.0   2.3 
   Unemployment rate 7.7   6.9   7.0 

Japan            
   Real GDP 1.8  1.9   1.7 
   CPI -0.3   1.2   0.7 
   Unemployment rate 2.8   2.6   2.6 

United Kingdom          
   Real GDP 7.4  3.8  2.2 
   CPI 2.6   5.8   3.2 
   Unemployment rate 4.6   4.0   4.1 

Source: Bloomberg (current), Mizuho (forecasts).  Note: GDP, unemployment and inflation figures are annual averages.   
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Important Information 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author.  It has not been prepared by an independent 

research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to promote the 

independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

 

Disclaimer 

Unless otherwise stated, all views or opinions herein are solely those of the author(s) as of the date of this publication and are not to be relied upon as 

authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient, and are subject to change without notice.  

 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho solely from publicly available information. Information contained herein and the data underlying it have 

been obtained from, or based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable, but no assurance can be given that the information, data or any computations 

based thereon are accurate or complete. This publication provides general background information only. It is information in summary form and does not 

purport to be complete. This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to constitute 

investment, legal, accounting, tax or other advice of any kind and all recipients of this publication are advised to contact independent advisors in order to 

evaluate the publication, including, without limitation, the suitability of any security, commodity, futures contract or instrument or related derivative 

(hereinafter, a “financial instrument”), product or strategy herein described. This publication is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or 

potential investors and does not take into account investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. It is not intended for 

persons who are Retail Clients within the meaning of the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority rules nor for persons who are restricted in 

accordance with US, Japanese or any other applicable securities laws. 

 

This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any financial instrument, product or service 

or serve as a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action or participate in any trading or other strategy. This publication 

is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or any of the assets, businesses or undertakings described herein, or 

any other financial instrument, nor is it an offer to participate in any trading or other strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, 

regulations or guidelines. Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to offer, solicit and/or market any financial 

instrument, product or service, or to act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  Neither the author, Mizuho nor any 

affiliate accepts any liability whatsoever with respect to the use of this report or its contents. 

 

Mizuho and its affiliates, connected companies, employees or clients may take the other side of any order by you, enter into transactions contrary to any 

recommendations contained herein or have positions or make markets or act as principal or agent in transactions in any securities mentioned herein or 

derivative transactions relating thereto or perform or seek financial or advisory services for the issuers of those securities or financial instruments. 

 

All of the information contained in this publication is subject to further modification without prior notice and any and all opinions, forecasts, projections 

or forward-looking statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any indication of future results. Opinions stated in this 

report are subject to change without notice. Future results may materially vary from such opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-looking statements. 

The information may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic environment. Past performance is not 

indicative of future performance.  

 

United Kingdom / European Economic Area: Mizuho is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan.  In the UK, Mizuho is 

authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 

Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of MHBK's regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available upon request. This publication 

may also be distributed by Mizuho International plc. (“MHI”). MHI is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. 

 

United States: This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605. 

The content of publications distributed by Mizuho Securities USA Inc. (“MSUSA”) is the responsibility of MSUSA. The content of publications 

distributed directly to US customers by Mizuho is the responsibility of Mizuho. US investors must effect any order for a security that is the subject of this 

report through MSUSA.                                     
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